
WIREMOLD® EVOLUTION™ SERIES WALL BOXES

FUNCTIONALITY, FLEXIBILITY  
& CAPACITY WITH STYLE
The Evolution™  Series evolves with the addition of 
the new Evolution Series Hinged Wall Box. These 
boxes offer a clean look that architects love with all 
the functionality and flexibility that engineers and 
contractors require. 

Evolution Series Hinged Wall Boxes include a finished 
interior in 4- and 8-gang versions, with a decorative, 
hinged, locking cover that is paintable to blend with  
any decor. 

Evolution Series Hinged Wall Boxes work in both new 
work and old work applications. These boxes are 
easily configured and/or reconfigured when needed. 
They’re designed to accept most manufacturers’ power, 
communications, and A/V devices, while having the depth 
behind device mounting plates to accommodate even the 
largest A/V devices.

Evolution Series Hinged Wall Boxes are ideal solutions 
for hotels, hospitals, lecture halls, conference rooms, 
entertainment venues, and airports.



EVOLUTION™ SERIES WALL BOXESWIREMOLD®

The Evolution Series Hinged Wall Boxes come with a host of 
smart features. Available in both 4- and 8-gang configurations, 
designed for maximum capacity. 

Exclusive features and benefits include:

New work and retrofit applications.  
Evolution Series Wall Boxes are designed to be 
installed in both new work and old work installations, 
saving time and money on the job site.

Built-in Tunnel & Feed-through capability. 
Allows service feeds to be fed through the box, 
reducing the number of feeds required to reduce 
installation time.

Fully finished painted interior  
Finished interior eliminates the industrial look for 
upscale installations, while increasing visibility, making 
it easier to locate, wire and plug in devices.

Multiple knockout sizes. 
All of the Evolution Series Wall boxes can accept 
service feeds from 3/4” trade size up to 2” trade 
size. These knockout plates are removable and 
interchangeable, providing the most flexibility and 
configurability options possible.

Accepts standard size wall plates.  
Wall boxes are designed to accept standard size  
device plates. Standard plates simplifies ordering  
and installations.

Electrical Wiring Systems
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West Hartford, CT 06110 
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EHWB4 4-gang open system EHWB8 8-gang open system

The newest addition to the Evolution Series


